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OCA/USPS-T14-7.  The following interrogatory refers to your testimony at page 63, 
Table 19, “Estimating the Effects of the Proposed Methodology.” 
a. The following refers to the “Established Methodology” data, both columns titled 

“Percentage of Cost” and “Variability.” 
(i) Please show the derivation of each percentage listed for: (1) Load 

Time, (2) Access Time, (3) Route Time, and (4) Total. 
(ii) For each derived value provided in part a(i) of this interrogatory, 

cite all source documents, and provide copies of those documents 
not previously submitted in this docket. 

b. The following refers to the “Proposed Methodology” data, both columns titled 
“Percentage of Cost” and “Variability.” 

 (i) Please show the derivation of each percentage listed for: (1) Regular 
Delivery, (2) P/A Delivery, (3) Network Travel, and (4) Total. 

(ii) For each derived value provided in part b(i) of this interrogatory, 
cite all source documents, and provide copies of those documents 
not previously submitted in this docket. 

 

OCA/USPS-T14-7 Response: 

a. (i) and (ii) 

1.   Load Time 

25.3% = $2,495,604,000 /$9,876,084,000, where $2,495,604,000 is total accrued 

letter-route load-time cost, and $9,876,084,000 is total accrued letter-route 

street-time cost. 

69.5% = ($1,584,612,000 + $150,153,000)/ $2,495,604,000, where 

$1,584,612,000 is total letter-route elemental load-time cost, and $150,153,000 is 

total letter-route single-subclass-stop, coverage-related load-time cost. 

Sources (All references are to the PRC-Version BY04 CS06&7.xls included in 

USPS-LR-K-93): 

$2,495,604,000:  Sheet ‘7.0.4.1’, cell L26 

$9,876,084,000:  Sheet ‘7.0.4.1’, cell L16 
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$1,584,612,000:  Sheet ‘7.0.4.2’, cell G27 

$150,153,000:  Sheet ‘7.0.4.2’, cell G30. 

 

2  Access Time:   

27.7% = $2,737,842,000 /$9,876,084,000, where $2,737,842,000 is total accrued 

letter-route access-time cost. 

21.0% = $574,034,000/ $2,737,842,000, where $574,034,000 is total volume-

variable letter-route access cost. 

Sources (All references are to the PRC-Version BY04 CS06&7.xls): 

$2,737,842,000:  Sheet ‘7.0.4.1’, cell L62 

$574,034,000:  Sheet ‘7.0.3’, cell V61 

 

3.  Route Time:   

29.8% = $2,944,778,000 /$9,876,084,000, where $2,944,778,000 is total accrued 

letter-route route-time cost. 

4.7% = $139,541,000/ $2,944,778,000, where $139,541,000 is total volume-

variable letter-route route-time cost. 

Sources (All references are to the PRC-Version BY04 CS06&7.xls): 

$2,944,778,000:  Sheet ‘7.0.4.2’, cell G39 

$139,541,000:  Sheet ‘7.0.3’, cell W61. 

 

4  Total:   

82.8% = ($2,495,604,000+$2,737,842,000+$2,944,778,000) / $9,876,084,000, 
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                 29.9% = ($1,584,612,000 + 

$150,153,000+$574,034,000+$139,541,000) / 

                                ($2,495,604,000+$2,737,842,000+$2,944,778,000). 

Source:  All variables are documented in parts 1, 2 and 3 above. 

 

b. (i) & (ii): 

 

1. Regular Delivery: 

72.3% = Sum of the regular delivery percentages across all delivery sections and 

delivery modes.  Those values are presented below: 

1.185% 1.319% 1.907% 0.065% 29.029% 
9.716% 1.762% 0.009% 0.101% 2.931% 
1.100% 3.159% 0.028% 0.098% 1.273% 
0.016% 0.169% 0.001% 0.000% 0.045% 
0.677% 1.866% 1.177% 0.090% 2.832% 
2.065% 3.159% 0.035% 0.100% 6.346% 

 

Source: USPS-LR-K-79, MDCD.CPSUM.FINAL.XLS, Cells C61 to G66. 

41.1% =  Sum of the estimated variabilities across shapes: 

Source USPS-T-14 at 39, line 14. 

 

 

2. PA/Delivery: 

5.6%  =  Sum of Parcel/Accountable Time and Deviation Delivery Time across all 

delivery modes.  Those values are presented below: 
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1.431% 1.013% 0.217% 0.053% 2.414% 
0.060% 0.072% 0.015% 0.003% 0.365% 

 

Source: USPS-LR-K-79, MDCD.CPSUM.FINAL.XLS, Cells C72 to G73. 

53.5%  =  Sum of large parcel and accountable variabilities. 

Source USPS-T-14 at 43, line 6. 

 

3.  Network Travel: 

11.4% = Sum of Network Travel Time across all delivery modes: 

2.769% 1.417% 1.354% 0.092% 5.744% 

 

Source: USPS-LR-K-79, MDCD.CPSUM.FINAL.XLS, Cells C68 to G68. 

0%  = Variability of Network Travel Time 

Source USPS-T-14 at 23, line 3. 
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OCA/USPS-T14-8.  Please refer to the testimony of witness Lewis (USPS-T-30), page 
23, lines 13-15 (emphasis added), where he states that some “reasons [other than the 
eight-hour rule] to consider route adjustments include significant changes in cased 
volume or possible deliveries (PDs), building construction or demolition, and changes in 
authorized line of travel.” 
a. Given that witness Lewis does not mention DPSed volume as a cause of route 

adjustments, why do you include DPSed volume in your model? 
b. Please explain how the route adjustment process is related to your concept of a 

“sustained” change in volume (USPS-T-14, page 25, lines 4-8). 
c. Witness Lewis describes two types of route adjustment: a “Minor Adjustment 

Process, and, a Mail Count and Route Inspection Procedure.”  (USPS-T-30, 
page 23, line 19.)  Does your model account for both adjustment processes?  If 
so, please explain.  If not, why not? 

 
 
OCA/USPS-T14-8 Response 
 
a.  I think your confusion comes from looking at only part of what Witness Lewis 

says and a misreading of the term “other.”  Consider the full paragraph from which the 

above partial sentence is taken.  Review of the full paragraph shows that Witness Lewis 

did not intend to exclude changes in DPS volume as a possible source of a route 

evaluation:1 

 
Under Postal Service policy, city carrier routes must provide 
as near to eight hours of work as possible. Routes that 
consistently use overtime or auxiliary assistance, routes that 
consistently curtail mail or consistently must start early in 
order to meet scheduled leaving times, and routes that 
consistently are either early or late in leaving or returning to 
the office are candidates for adjustment. Other reasons to 
consider route adjustments include significant changes in 
cased volume or possible deliveries (PDs), building 
construction or demolition, and changes in authorized lines 
of travel. 

 
The sentence that starts “Routes that . . .” clearly contemplates the adjustment of a 

route due to a mismatch of volume and the eight hour day.  It discusses both routes that 
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have too much mail for an eight hour day and routes that have too little mail.  DPS 

volume is a substantial portion of the volume delivered on a route and thus is clearly 

included in this discussion.  Next, Witness Lewis discusses reasons other than a 

mismatch in total street workload that could lead to a route evaluation.  Here he 

mentions, inter alia, changes in cased volume.  He has informed me that he did so 

because changes in cased volume influence both street time and office time.  Moreover 

many times changes in cased volume are not independent of changes in DPS volume.  

For example, a route that has no change in total volume but a sharp decline in cased 

volume would simultaneously experience an increase in DPS volume. 

 

As to why I include DPS volume in the regular delivery equation, note that the equation 

is estimating the response in delivery time to changes in delivered and collected 

volume.  DPS volume is an important component to delivered and collected volume and 

it would be a mistake to omit it. 

 

b.   When there is a sustained change in volume for a route that causes the required 

hours to deviate from the eight hour day on a regular basis, a route evaluation will be 

done.  Route evaluations can take place in response to either a sustained increase or 

decrease in volume. 

 

c. Yes. Witness Lewis informs me that a Minor Adjustment Process can be performed 

without the collection of additional data, but a Mail Count and Route Inspection 

                                                                                                                                             
1  See, USPS-T-30 at 23 
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Procedure requires additional information, as described in his testimony.  Both are used 

in response to sustained changes in volume and both are thus accounted for in the 

regular delivery equation. 
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OCA/USPS-T14-9.  Please refer to your testimony at page 27, lines 3-4, where you 
state, “The delivery network will be modeled by the delivery points in the Zip Code . . . .”  
Given that “Network Travel” is a separate cost pool, why is it necessary to further 
account for network effects in your regular delivery time model?  What, exactly, are the 
network effects you are attempting to control for? 
 
 
 
OCA/USPS-T14-9.  Response: 

First, please see page 21 of my testimony in which network travel time is defined as the 

time it takes to drive from one route section to another or one delivery activity (e.g. 

collection box) to another.  Thus, it does not include the time it takes to drive between 

delivery points within route sections.  Second, please refer to my answer to OCA/USPS-

T-14-e where I explain the other roles that delivery points have in the regular delivery 

time model: 

 The number of delivery points is included in the equation for reasons other than 
the geographic distance to be covered traversing the route.  First, for a given 
volume of mail, the number of delivery points affects coverage.  For a given 
volume of mail, the lower the number the delivery points the higher the coverage 
(the more stops that are receiving mail).  Thus increases in volume are unlikely to 
create additional time accessing the delivery points.  Second, for a given amount 
of volume the number of delivery points affects the number of pieces of mail 
received at each delivery.  Variations in the amount of volume per delivery would 
affect the amount of time required to load mail into the receptacles.  Note that the 
number of deliver points is included in the Commission’s MDR and BAM load 
time regressions. 
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OCA/USPS-T14-10.  Please refer to your testimony (USPS-T-14), page 26, line 14, 
where you refer to “a sustained change in volume.” 

a. Would you agree that daily volume on a route exhibits volatility?  (See, e.g., 
LR-K-80 at 2.)  If not, why not? 

b. Would you agree that daily volume volatility can cause deviations from an eight-
hour day for some routes?  If not, why not? 

c. Would you agree that daily volume volatility can cause deviations from “daily 
authorized carrier hours” (USPS-T-30, page 22, line 19) for some ZIP Codes?  If 
not, why not? 

d. Would you agree that the short-run technique (i.e., short of route adjustment) for 
dealing with workload in excess of “daily authorized carrier hours” is overtime?  If 
not, why not? 

e. Would you agree that your focus on “sustained” volume changes requires 
ignoring daily volume volatility at the route and ZIP Code levels?  If not, why not? 

f. Would you agree that short-run (i.e., constrained) elasticity of cost with respect to 
volume is greater than long-run (i.e., unconstrained) elasticity of cost with respect 
to volume?  If not, why not? 

 

OCA/USPS-T14-10 Response: 
 
a. No.  The term volatility connotes wild and explained movements.  It is my 

understanding that while daily volume may exhibit significant variation, that variation is 

generally predictable and thus expected.  Within a delivery unit, the Postal Service 

knows which days are its heavy days and which days are its light days. 

 
b. Partially agree.  It is possible for day-to-day variations to cause deviations from 

the eight hour day. However, day-to-day variations are generally predictable and 

delivery unit managers have a variety of strategies for dealing with these variations. 

Day-to-day variations thus  included in scheduling route hours in order to prevent any 

carrier’s day from exceeding eight hours.  A delivery unit manager’s strategies include 

things like scheduling substitutes to assist on heavy days, curtailing some mail on heavy 

days, providing assistance in office time on heavy days, and performing ancillary office 

work and route maintenance work on light days.  In addition, it is important to recognize 
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that delivery is managed at the Zip Code level, not the route level. This provides the 

delivery unit manager more flexibility in scheduling time to deliver volumes. 

 
c.   Generally disagree.  While it is certainly possible for daily volume variations to cause 

deviations from “daily authorized carrier hours” for a Zip Code, it is my understanding 

that they generally do not.  That is because daily volume variations are generally 

predictable and are scheduled for in advance.  In other words, daily authorized carrier 

hours are not necessarily the same for all days for a Zip Code, and reactions to daily 

volume variations are included in setting daily authorized carrier hours. 

 

d.   No.  As mentioned in my answer to part b. above, it is my understanding that 

delivery unit supervisors have a variety of strategies for dealing with day-to-day 

variations in volume. 

 

e.   No.  A sustained increase in volume means an increase or decrease in volume that 

is sustained through time.  A sustained change in volume does not invalidate or remove 

the day-to-day variations in mail volume and they are thus included in the determination 

of the number of hours required to deliver the mail. 

 

f.   No.  The short run elasticity could be smaller than the long run elasticity.  For 

example, in the situation of short run excess capacity, the short run elasticity could be 

zero. 
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OCA/USPS-T14-11.  Please refer to your testimony at pages 44-56.  Please provide the 
SAS runs underlying the results you present.  Please provide any SAS runs related to 
volume variability of city carrier costs that you performed but did not discuss in your 
testimony. 
 
 
OCA/USPS-T14-11 Response: 
 
Please see the attached pages, which contain the SAS runs for the alternative 

regressions presented in USPS-T-14. To facilitate review, the SAS runs are presented 

in the attachment in the same order and with the same titles as in USPS-T-14, pages 44 

through 56. 
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